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ABSTRACT: The ability of Martian reanalysis datasets to represent the growth and decay of short-period (1.5 < P < 8 sol) transient eddies is compared across the Mars Analysis Correction Data Assimilation (MACDA), Open access to Mars Assimilated Remote Soundings (OpenMARS), and Ensemble Mars Atmosphere Reanalysis System (EMARS). Short-period eddies are predominantly surface based, have the largest amplitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, and are found, in order of decreasing eddy kinetic energy amplitude, in Utopia, Acidalia, and Arcadia Planitae in the Northern Hemisphere, and south of the Tharsis Plateau and between Argyre and Hellas basins in the Southern Hemisphere. Short-period eddies grow on the upstream (western) sides of basins via baroclinic energy conversion and by extracting energy from the mean flow and long-period (P > 8 sol) eddies when interacting with high relief. Overall, the combined impact of barotropic energy conversion is a net loss of eddy kinetic energy, which rectifies previous conflicting results. When Thermal Emission Spectrometer observations are assimilated (Mars years 24–27), all three reanalyses agree on eddy amplitude and timing, but during the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) observational era (Mars years 28–33), eddies are less constrained. The EMARS ensemble member has considerably higher eddy generation than the ensemble mean, and bulk eddy amplitudes in the deterministic OpenMARS reanalysis agree with the EMARS ensemble rather than the EMARS member. Thus, analysis of individual eddies during the MCS era should only be performed when eddy amplitudes are large and when there is agreement across reanalyses.

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Dust storms on Mars are initiated by traveling atmospheric waves, so understanding the relationships between waves and dust is critical to surface spacecraft safety. The growth and decay of waves are compared in three datasets to evaluate whether waves behave consistently across datasets and are represented similarly across different eras of instrumentation. Waves grow by instabilities caused by horizontal and vertical temperature gradients and lose energy to slower-traveling waves at higher altitudes, but agreement across datasets declines using more recent observations because of problems measuring temperatures near the surface. Regardless, combining dust storm observations and descriptions of traveling waves provides a new avenue for explaining dust storm variability on Mars.
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1. Introduction

The yearly cycle of dust on Mars exhibits considerable seasonal uniformity, excluding global dust events (GDEs), with a relatively low-opacity season occurring during northern spring and summer and a dusty season during northern fall and winter (Montabone et al. 2015; Kass et al. 2016; Montabone et al. 2020; Battalio and Wang 2021); however, within those seasons, interannual variability reigns on shorter time scales, in the 1–30 sol (Mars days) range (Battalio and Wang 2021). The difference in seasonal and weekly to monthly dust variability rests on the nature of transient waves that help initiate dust storms (Wang et al. 2003; Cantor 2007; Hollingsworth and Kahre 2010; Hinson and Wang 2010; Hinson et al. 2012; Wang and Richardson 2015; Xiao et al. 2019; Battalio and Wang 2019, 2020, 2021). Transient waves occur most strongly in northern fall and winter (Barnes 1980, 1981), associated with wavenumbers 1, 2, and 3, respectively (Banfield et al. 2004). Transient eddies below 20 km are tilted westward with height, feed off poleward and vertical heat fluxes, and are driven by baroclinic processes (Barnes 1984; Barnes et al. 1993; Read and Lewis 2004; Barnes et al. 2017). Northern eddies amplify along 40°–70°N, within the low-lying Planitae around 90°, 180°, and 330°E (Hollingsworth and Barnes 1996; Hollingsworth et al. 1997). Different wavenumbers maximize at different altitudes. In eddy temperatures, wavenumber 1 is deepest, followed by wavenumber 2, and wavenumber 3 is confined to the lowest scale height (<10 km) (Greybush et al. 2019a). Wave amplitude generally increases with wavenumber from 1 to 2 to 3 (Greybush et al. 2019a; Battalio and Wang 2020; Hinson and Wilson 2021). In the Southern Hemisphere, wave amplitudes are less than one-quarter that of the Northern Hemisphere (20 vs 4 K) with a discernible wavenumber-4 component (Barnes et al. 1993; Banfield et al. 2004; Greybush et al. 2012; Mooring and Wilson 2015).

Transient eddies follow a distinct yearly climatology. Near-surface eddies amplify in fall and late winter along the temperature gradient maximum near the edge of the polar ice cap...
that migrates from 40° to 90°N/S, aligning with the times of recurring major dust storms at the same season (Wang et al. 2013; Kass et al. 2016; Battalio and Wang 2019, 2020, 2021). A null in eddy amplitude occurs at winter solstice, called the solstitial pause (Lewis et al. 2016), similar to the Pacific midwinter minimum (Nakamura 1992). The Northern Hemisphere pause occurs at \( L_s \approx 240°–300° \), and the southern pause occurs around \( L_s \approx 60°–120° \). The solstitial pauses occur every year, but there is interannual variability, especially in the Northern Hemisphere, depending on exactly when the northern autumnal regional dust storm begins (Kass et al. 2016). Northern transient eddies instigate dust activity that flushes into the Southern Hemisphere (Wang et al. 2013; Battalio and Wang 2021). Once dust opacity increases, warming of the middle atmosphere stabilizes against the baroclinic instability that drives transient eddies (Kuroda et al. 2007; Battalio et al. 2016). Radiatively active clouds may also contribute to the solstitial pause by altering the vertical temperature profile and baroclinicity (Mulolland et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2018).

b. Eddy energetics

Eddy energetics, including the generation, transport, and conversion of eddy kinetic energy, provides a vital tool to understanding storm track dynamics on Earth (e.g., Chang et al. 2002). Generally, baroclinic eddies follow the same downstream development, baroclinic growth (conversion of eddy kinetic energy from zonal-mean available potential energy), and barotropic decay (loss of kinetic energy to the mean flow or other eddy frequencies), modulated by the individual circumstances of their particular storm track, such as topography and the strength of temperature gradients.

Martian eddies behave in a similar way to those on Earth, as diagnosed in the Orlanski and Katzley (1991) paradigm, in that they are initiated via ageostrophic geopotential flux (AGF) convergence and grow through baroclinic instability (Battalio et al. 2016, 2018b). However, the role of barotropic energy conversion in the downstream propagating wave depends on the local topography: it is a source of eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in a channel north of the Tharsis Plateau (−95°W), but in the basins (Planimae), barotropic conversion is a sink of EKE. Overall, exchange between the mean flow and eddies appears to be a source of EKE (Battalio et al. 2016, 2018a,b), and waves have a mixed baroclinic–barotropic character (Barnes et al. 1993; Hinson 2006).

Barotropic instabilities acting as a source of transient wave energy is somewhat puzzling, as it is contrary to Earth’s case and that found using other energetics analyses for Mars. Investigating energetics using the forms of Ulbrich and Speth (1991) and Hayashi and Golder (1983), barotropic conversion is a sink of EKE (Wang et al. 2013; Wang and Toigo 2016). Eddy energetics analysis can be further placed into context of the global atmospheric energy cycle using the global energy cycle. For Mars, baroclinic instability is a global eddy energy source, and barotropic conversion is positive so that friction is the only EKE sink (Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2015).

Given the conflicting results about the nature of transient eddies on Mars, the goals of the present work are threefold: First, present the multiyear energetics of Martian transient waves; second, compare the representation of transient eddies across three reanalyses and two instrumental eras; and third, unify the disparate results of eddy energetics analysis for Mars.

2. Methods and data

2a. Mars reanalysis datasets

The oldest available Martian atmospheric reanalysis is the Mars Analysis Correction Data Assimilation (MACDA v1.0; Montabone et al. 2014). MACDA is generated from observations from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES; Smith 2004) on board the Mars Global Surveyor during the period from \( L_s = 141° \), Mars year (MY) 24 to \( L_s = 86° \), MY 27. TES captures twice-daily (approximately 0200 and 1400 local Mars time) nadir temperature profiles from the surface to \( \sim 40 \) km on 21 vertical levels. Daily column dust opacities are also captured, but when no dust observations are available, persistence is assumed until new observations are available. These observations are assimilated using an analysis correction scheme (Lewis et al. 2007) into the U.K. version of the LMD Mars Global Circulation Model (MGCM) (Forget et al. 1999). MACDA has a \( 5° \times 5° \) regular horizontal grid with 25 sigma levels every two Mars hours. The TES observations that are assimilated have shown some biases due to poor temperature retrievals in MY 26 (Pankine 2015, 2016), but TES observations yield improved dynamics versus free model runs (Waugh et al. 2016).

The Open access to Mars Assimilated Remote Soundings (OpenMARS v1.0; Holmes et al. 2020) assimilates TES retrievals from \( L_s = 98° \), MY 24 to \( L_s = 86° \), MY 27 and follows the same procedure as MACDA for assimilating data during the TES era, using the same assimilation method (Lewis et al. 2007) and an updated version of the same MGCM (Forget et al. 1999). OpenMARS also extends from \( L_s = 108° \), MY 28 to \( L_s = 278° \), MY 29 and from \( L_s = 19° \), MY 30 to \( L_s = 351° \), MY 32 using observations from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS; Kleinbohl et al. 2009), on board the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter. MCS captures twice-daily (approximately 0300 and 1500 local Mars time) along-track limb profiles of temperature with 105 vertical levels, but the sensitivity is reduced in the lowest 5–10 km of the atmosphere (Greybush et al. 2019a). Column dust opacity from TES and MCS is also assimilated in a similar way as MACDA. OpenMARS is on a \( 5° \times 5° \) horizontal grid with 25 sigma levels every two Mars hours.

The Ensemble Mars Atmosphere Reanalysis System (EMARS v1.0; Greybush et al. 2019b) is an ensemble dataset with 16 members. EMARS uses a local ensemble transform Kalman filter to assimilate data (Greybush et al. 2012, 2019a) into the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory MGCM (Wilson and Hamilton 1996) at 6° longitude \( \times 5° \) latitude horizontal resolution with 28 hybrid sigma-pressure levels at hourly temporal resolution. EMARS extends slightly longer
during the TES than MACDA or OpenMARS to include more sporadic observations before the instrument ceased operation. EMARS assimilates dust from the Mars Climate Database, version 5, dust scenario (Montabone et al. 2015), which includes available TES, MCS, and Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) dust retrievals from Mars Odyssey (Smith 2009). The ensemble mean and a single ensemble member from the EMARS dataset are available, and both are analyzed for comparison. The ensemble is generated by varying the dust opacity uniformly from 0.7 to 1.3 times the amount specified by the observation dataset and by alternating the water ice cloud radiative properties across three values (Greybush et al. 2019b). The single member has the median amount of dust opacity and water ice cloud forcing and hereinafter will be referred to as the EMARS member. The EMARS-TES era spans from $L_s = 103^\circ$, MY 24 to $L_s = 102^\circ$, MY 27, and the EMARS-MCS era spans from $L_s = 112^\circ$, MY 28 to $L_s = 105^\circ$, MY 33 using along-track limb retrievals of temperature, dust, and water ice from MCS.

b. Calculation of eddies

Eddies are filtered in two steps. First, the total eddy components are defined by removing the 60-sol running mean (30 sols on either side of a given time step); this distinguishes time-mean and eddy components with a cutoff of $P = 60$ sols. The running-mean window is selected to be larger than the time scale of synoptic-scale transient eddies but not long enough to include very long-period, nonstationary eddies (Battalio and Wang 2020).

Second, the $P < 60$-sol eddy component is further filtered to $1.5 < P < 8$ sol using a hammer-window filter (Battalio et al. 2016, 2018b; Battalio and Wang 2020) to remove the semidiurnal and diurnal tides and to allow for the quantification of energy transfer between eddies of different periods. The lower bound of 1.5 sols is selected to completely remove any tidal impacts but still include the shortest period transient eddies that have a period of $P \sim 2$ sols (Banfield et al. 2004). The upper bound reflects the longest period baroclinic eddies prevalent in the Northern Hemisphere (Battalio and Wang 2020). Raising the upper period bound for the filter does not substantively impact the results.

c. Eddy kinetic energy equation

The EKE equation (Orlanski and Katzfey 1991) is applied to assess local energetics of transient waves. The EKE equation relates the change in EKE to transport by advection, convergence of geopotential height, and to the baroclinic and barotropic conversion of energy:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} K_e = -\langle v_3 \cdot v_3 \rangle - \langle v_5 \cdot v_5 \rangle - \langle \alpha \dot{v} \rangle - \langle \dot{v} \cdot (v_3 \cdot v_3) \rangle + \langle \dot{v} \cdot \left[ v_3 \cdot \left( \frac{r}{r} \right) \right] \rangle + \frac{\tan(\psi)}{r} (u'v' - u'v'n - u'n' + v'n')$$

(1)

The full wind vector and the horizontal components of the wind vector are $v_3 = (u, v, w)$ and $v = (u, v)$, respectively. The wave (eddy) components of the state variables ($P < 60$ sols) are denoted with daggers. The primed variables are the eddy components bandpass filtered by period ($1.5 < P < 8$ sol), and square brackets indicate bandpass filtering of an entire term. The EKE per unit mass is $K_e = (1/2)(u'^2 + v'^2)$, $\psi$ is latitude, $\alpha = 1/\rho$ is the specific volume, and $\tau$ is the aerodynamic stress. Terms with an overbar are averaged every 60 sols. Angle brackets denote a mass-weighted average over the pressure coordinate (Battalio et al. 2016; Battalio and Wang 2020).

Each term on the right-hand side describes a process that alters the time rate of change of the EKE. Term 1 is the advection of EKE by the whole flow (ETRANS). Term 2 is the ageostrophic geopotential flux (AGF) convergence, which represents the dispersion of EKE by the pressure work. Terms 1 + 2 will be collectively referred to as EKE flux convergence, which can be a local source or sink of EKE, but is a conserved term that ideally integrates to approximately zero over the volume of the atmosphere, assuming mass conservation. This term deviates from zero for several reasons. The EKE flux convergence is calculated in flux form to reduce numerical errors (Battalio et al. 2016; Battalio 2017) but is susceptible to errors caused by the conversion from sigma to pressure coordinates, errors in the calculated vertical velocities (section 2d), or numerical errors due to the coarseness of the reanalyses. The AGF convergence also captures the impact of mass transport through the lower boundary as a result of eddies inducing deposition or sublimation of the CO$_2$ ice cap, which is a uniquely Martian feature.

Term 3 is the baroclinic energy conversion (BEC) and describes the conversion of eddy available potential energy to EKE. Terms 4 and 5 are both barotropic energy conversion (BEC) terms whereby kinetic energy is transferred between the mean flow and the eddies and among different eddy periods. Term 4 is the shear generation term (Reynolds stress term) that describes the interaction between the gradient of the mean flow and the eddies and among different eddy periods. Term 5 is the cross-frequency eddy interaction (CFEI) term and is the correlation of the eddy wind with the divergence of eddy flux. It represents the interaction between the bandpass filtered eddies of interest ($1.5 < P < 8$ sol) with the tides ($P < 1.5$ sol) and long-period eddies ($8 < P < 60$ sol). Term 6 is the curvature term and describes the impact of spherical geometry on the EKE. Its effects are the result of the coordinate system varying with the planetary surface. Term 7 describes the surface aerodynamic stress or surface drag (McClay and Martin
2002), representing the loss of EKE by friction with the surface; it is only calculated for the EMARS dataset. Term 8 is the residual ε and accounts for effects not explicitly calculated, for example, errors caused by the analysis increment (Chang 2000), dissipation, gravity wave stress, or in the case of the EMARS ensemble mean, Reynolds stresses associated with the spread of the ensemble about its mean. It is found by subtracting terms 1–6 for MACDA and OpenMARS and 1–7 for EMARS from the directly calculated EKE tendency. [For derivation of the EKE equation, see McLaughlin and Martin (2002), Szunyogh (2014), or Park and Kim (2021).]

There is a relationship between the Reynolds stress term, CFEI, and curvature terms in local energetics when compared with the global energy cycle. Barotropic conversion in the global energy cycle formalism consists of the integral of multiple terms, including Reynolds stress and curvature (Oort 1964; Ulbrich and Speth 1991). In local energetics, the curvature term is treated as a separate entity as its existence is a by-product of spherical geometry (McLaughlin and Martin 2002). On Earth, the CFEI term can have a magnitude comparable to the Reynolds stress if the eddies are further decomposed into high-, intermediate-, and low-frequency eddies (Deng and Jiang 2011; Jiang et al. 2013). Thus, BTEC will be considered the sum of the Reynolds stresses, CFEI, and curvature [Eq. (1): terms 4, 5, and 6].

d. Calculation of vertical velocities and heights

The EMARS dataset contains the vertical velocity \( \omega \) and the height above the surface \( h \), but the MACDA and OpenMARS datasets do not. The geopotential height is obtained from the temperature. Vertical velocities are obtained using the extended version of the quasigeostrophic (QG) \( \omega \) equation (Battalio and Dyer 2017). While only an approximation to the true vertical velocity, Mars lies in a dynamical regime that obeys quasigeostrophy except near the equator (Battalio et al. 2016, 2018b). The skill of QG-\( \omega \) approximating the true atmospheric state is estimated by calculating QG-\( \omega \) for the EMARS dataset. In the layer between 400 and 100 Pa and poleward of 20°, QG-\( \omega \) and EMARS ensemble mean \( \omega \) are correlated at ~0.8. The high correspondence decreases closer to the surface due to the no-normal flow boundary condition (Battalio and Dyer 2017). Correlations are also smaller near the equator due to Coriolis vanishing; however, most transient wave activity on Mars occurs away from the equator, so the energetics results are not overly impacted. Generally, QG-\( \omega \) does a good job capturing the larger time-mean patterns of the vertical motion field, particularly around topography, like Tharsis, Arabia Terra, and the southern basins of Argyre and Hellas (not shown). Further, QG-\( \omega \) matches the instantaneous vertical motion field for large-scale atmospheric features, like the transient eddies studied here. Most importantly, the correlation between the AGF and ETRANS terms calculated using the EMARS ensemble mean produced vertical velocity and QG-\( \omega \) is ~0.95 and is ~0.75 for the BCEC and BTEC, depending on time of year. Thus, it is the quasigeostrophic part of \( \omega \) is most important for calculating the eddy energetics (Battalio et al. 2016).

3. Results

The energetics results are discussed for the MCS and TES observation eras separately, as the observations have differing skill at constraining the underlying MGCMs of each reanalysis to a particular eddy solution (Greybush et al. 2019a,b). Further, results for the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are presented separately as transient eddies are more amplified in the Northern Hemisphere (Banfield et al. 2004). The focus is first placed on the similarities in the eddy energetics across datasets, investigating the temporal evolution, and then vertical and zonal spatial structures. Within this framework, the eddy energetics for a specific dust storm event is compared. The differences between observational eras and datasets are detailed in section 4.

a. Temporal evolution of eddy kinetic energy equation terms

The volume integrated (30°–90°N) \( 1.5 < P < 8 \) sol (short-period) EKE and energy conversion terms are shown in Fig. 1. Eddy activity peaks before and after solstice during \( L_s = 180°–240° \) and \( L_s = 310°–10° \) within the TES era. Activity during the solstitial pause \( (L_s = 240°–310°) \) has an amplitude about one-third that of fall and late winter but is approximately double the EKE in the northern summer \( (L_s = 10°–180°) \). The largest individual peaks in EKE just precede or align with times of large dust events (Battalio and Wang 2020, 2021).

The BCEC evolution echoes the EKE, pointing to the baroclinic nature of these eddies. Individual peaks of BCEC align with those of EKE, for example, in MY 24 at \( L_s = 335° \), MY 25 at \( L_s = 330° \), or MY 26 at \( L_s = 210° \). BCEC during the pause drops to near zero, with brief, small fluctuations to negative values. BCEC during northern summer remains fairly constant around zero in both the TES and MCS eras. BTEC is negative before \( (L_s = 180°–240°) \) and after \( (L_s = 300°–20°) \) the solstitial pause but becomes slightly positive during the pause itself.

While transient eddies in the Southern Hemisphere are weaker in amplitude than the Northern Hemisphere (Banfield et al. 2004; Lewis et al. 2016; Battalio et al. 2018b), eddy energetics do follow a similar seasonality around the southern winter solstice, albeit with reduced amplitudes of EKE and energy conversion (Fig. 2). However, BCEC and BTEC are larger in magnitude before and after the pause. The general pattern of strong eddy activity on either side of the winter solstice holds across all years, but while the Northern Hemisphere solstitial pause is essentially nonexistent during the MCS era, the Southern Hemisphere exhibits a small reduction in eddy activity during solstice.

The two transport terms, the AGF and ETRANS, are approximately zero in the hemispheric means for both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres (not shown). Because the ETRANS and the horizontal portion of the AGF can neither create nor destroy EKE, this indicates that each hemisphere is generally a closed system. There is no overall transfer of EKE from one hemisphere to the other; short-period EKE remains in the hemisphere in which it is
FIG. 1. Temporal evolution of the vertically and horizontally integrated (left) EKE, (center) BCEC, and (right) BTEC for 1.5 < P < 8 sol eddies in the latitude band 30°–90°N. The black curve indicates EMARS, and dark gray indicates OpenMARS. The light-gray curve indicates MACDA in MY 24–27 and the single EMARS ensemble member in MY 28–33. Light-gray bars indicate when observations are unavailable, and dark-gray bars separate individual MY. Each curve has a 2-sol running mean applied for readability.
FIG. 2. As in Fig. 1, but for the latitude band 30°–90°S.
generated. The residual is primarily negative and somewhat smaller than the BTEC throughout all datasets (not shown), representing a frictional sink of EKE. When the surface drag term is included in the calculation of the residual for EMARS, the residual remains generally negative but becomes approximately one order of magnitude smaller than the energy conversion terms but still larger than the transport terms. Surface-pressure torques (Egger et al. 2007) are also part of the residual but have minimal contribution (=10^-8 W m^-2) to the EKE budget due to the balance between eddy high and low pressure centers.

b. Integrated eddy kinetic energy equation terms

Based on the results presented in section 3a, the peaks of EKE, BCEC, and BTEC are selected and averaged in time and pressure to assess their spatial distribution. For the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 3), two temporal ranges are averaged together: $L_s = 190^\circ$–220$^\circ$ in MY 24, 26, and 29–32 and $L_s = 330^\circ$–360$^\circ$ in MY 24, 26, and 30–32. Shown are (left) EKE, (left center) BCEC, (right center) BTEC + curvature, and (right) EKE flux convergence (AGF + ETRANS). Contours are every ±0.1 W m^-2 starting at 0.05 for BCEC and BTEC and every ±0.2 W m^-2 starting at 0.1 for AGF+ETRANS. Topography is shown in 3000-m increments in the left column, with negative values dotted and the 0 geoid dashed; only the 0 geoid is shown in the right three columns.
For the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 4), the averages are over $L_s = 30^\circ - 60^\circ$ in MY 25–27, 29, and 31 and $L_s = 150^\circ - 190^\circ$ in MY 24, 26, and 29–32. Contours are every $0.05 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ starting at 0.025 for BCEC and BTEC and every $0.1 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ starting at 0.05 for AGF+ETRANS.

$L_s = 330^\circ - 360^\circ$ in MY 24, 26, and 30–32. For the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 4), the averages are over $L_s = 30^\circ - 60^\circ$ in MY 25–27, 29, and 31 and $L_s = 150^\circ - 190^\circ$ in MY 24, 26, and 29–32. These ranges were selected in a two-step process: First, the EKE was summed across MY 24, 26, and 30–32 for MACDA, EMARS ensemble mean, and OpenMARS. Then times rounding to the nearest $10^\circ$ of $L_s$ were selected that contained the 90th percentile largest EKE.

The pressure-weighted, time-mean EKE terms are remarkably similar across datasets during both observational eras (Fig. 3), possibly because the storm tracks are constrained by topography (Hollingsworth et al. 1996). EKE (Fig. 3, first column) is greatest along $50^\circ - 60^\circ$N.

BCEC (Fig. 3, second column) is largest in Utopia Planitia, followed by Arcadia and Utopia (Table 1). The most negative BTEC is located just downstream of EKE maxima (Fig. 3, third column). The Reynolds stress is positive in regions of high topography (not shown) but when combined with the curvature and CFEI yields negative BTEC (section 4b). This implies that the short-period eddies can extract energy from the mean flow but lose it to other period eddies. The CFEI calculated for the exchange between the short-period eddies and the tides ($P <$
The EKE flux convergence (AGF + ETRANS) (Fig. 3, fourth column) exhibits a wavenumber-3 pattern at \( \pm 50^\circ \text{N} \). Generally, the negative regions are upstream of EKE centers along 50°N, and the positive centers are downstream. This is how the transport terms act in the aggregate sense on Earth as well: transporting energy from the upstream side of a given wave to the downstream side (Orlanski and Chang 1993). The exception to this mechanism is the transport in EMARS during the MCS era. The surface stress (only calculated for EMARS) is always negative and largest where the BCEC is largest (not shown); this indicates that friction acts to remove EKE in its primary generation locations.

Within each basin and in descending amplitude, both EKE and BCEC occur in Utopia (45°–150°E), Acidalia (275°–20°E), Utopia, and Arcadia (150°–255°E) Planitiae, though there is EKE and BCEC across the entire zonal band (Table 1). BTEC, however, is over 4 times more negative in Arcadia than in either Acidalia or Utopia. Arcadia receives some of its positive EKE tendency from the EKE flux convergence, while EKE is lost from Acidalia and Utopia via EKE flux convergence. In totality, EKE generated in Acidalia and Utopia is transported to Arcadia where it is lost via BTEC, though the importance of this transport depends on the longitudes used to define the basins.

Table 1. Integrated time-average values of the EKE, BCEC, BTEC, AGF, and ETRANS for each Northern Hemisphere storm region between 30° and 90°N.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EKE (10^{13} \text{ J})</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>5.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCEC (10^{11} \text{ W})</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTEC (10^{11} \text{ W})</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGF (10^{11} \text{ W})</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETRANS (10^{11} \text{ W})</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5 sol) alone is approximately less than one-half of the interaction between the short-period eddies and long-period eddies (8 < P < 60 sol) shown here, so the loss of energy is primarily to the long-period eddies.

The vertical distribution of energetics is shown in the zonal mean for the times defined in section 3b (Fig. 5). EKE is maximized between 100 and 1 Pa but extends to the surface between 40° and 80°N (Fig. 5), which aligns with previous findings (Greybush et al. 2013; Mooring and Wilson 2015; Battalio et al. 2016). There is a second region of EKE above 10 Pa from 50°N to the equator. While the EKE at the upper levels is generally larger in magnitude than that below 100 Pa, its relative contribution of the vertical average EKE value is reflected in the limited area encompassed with a linear pressure coordinate.

The vertical distribution of BCEC (Fig. 5, second column shading) matches the EKE; BCEC is positive between the surface and 10 Pa. BCEC aligns with the meridional transport of heat (Fig. 5, second column, contours) from the surface to 100 Pa and between 40° and 80°N. Eddies in this region are converting zonal potential energy to eddy potential energy via meridional eddy heat fluxes and from eddy potential energy to EKE via vertical heat fluxes.

BTEC is generally negative where BCEC is positive (Fig. 5, third column shading) due partly to the CFEI (Fig. 5, third column contours) but mostly due to curvature (not shown). The CFEI between the short-period eddies and the tides contributes to the positive BTEC near the surface and may be partly an artifact of using OG-ω (not shown). The negative regions of CFEI poleward of 60° represent the conversion of EKE from short-period to long-period eddies. These results match that of Wang et al. (2013) and Wang and Toigo (2016), as those energetics included the CFEI and curvature terms in the BTEC. The conversion from the mean flow to the eddies alone (not shown) is positive, matching Greybush et al. (2013) and Battalio et al. (2016). A region of positive BTEC and CFEI above 100 Pa between 40° and 60°N aligns with a negative region of BCEC and the secondary region of EKE, indicating that not all short-period waves are baroclinically driven.
FIG. 5. Zonally averaged EKE terms for the same times as Fig. 3 for (first row) MACDA, (second row) OpenMARS, (third row) EMARS member, and (fourth row) EMARS mean from TES and for (fifth row) OpenMARS, (sixth row) EMARS member, and (seventh row) EMARS mean from MCS. Shown are (left) EKE, (left center) BCEC (shading) and meridional heat flux ($u' T'$, contoured every $5 \text{ K m s}^{-1}$), (right center) BTEC (shading) and CFEI (contoured every $10^{-4} \text{ W kg}^{-1}$), and (right) EKE flux convergence (AGF + ETRANS, shading) and ETRANS (contoured every $10^{-4} \text{ W kg}^{-1}$). Variables are weighted by $\cos \phi$. Black shading masks regions below the surface.
between 50° and 60°N that varies in height. It is between 400 and 100 Pa in MACDA and OpenMARS era but is near the surface in EMARS. Higher in the atmosphere, EKE flux convergence is positive in the TES era such that energy is removed between 50° and 70°N and deposited between 30° and 50°N, extending the storm track equatorward.

In the Southern Hemisphere, certain aspects of the eddy energetics are more complicated due to the large topography (Fig. 6). EKE peaks around 100 Pa in the midlatitudes only in the EMARS and OpenMARS-MCS datasets, which is similar to the Northern Hemisphere, but in MACDA and OpenMARS-TES, EKE is maximized above 10 Pa equatorward of 40°S (Fig. 6, first column). BCEC is broadly similar to that of the Northern Hemisphere, with a maximum between 40° and 70°S and 500–100 Pa and a negative region above (Fig. 6, second column, shading). Because of the Southern Hemisphere topography, BCEC is pushed higher in the atmosphere relative to the Northern Hemisphere. The reduced atmospheric column hinders the ability of eddies to efficiently transport heat (Battalio et al. 2018b).

BTEC is impacted by the topography to the greatest extent (Fig. 6, third column, shading). While there is a negative region of BTEC equatorward of each positive BCEC area, there are many other secondary maxima and minima near to the surface. This is because the topography is varied in the Southern Hemisphere, so the BTEC field is complex (Fig. 4), creating a noisy zonal mean. The EKE flux convergence is complex as well, but the main feature is the sink of EKE collocated with the positive BCEC in EMARS, similar to the Northern Hemisphere.

d. Eddy example during the MCS era

Specific case studies of eddy energetics have been investigated in the Northern (Battalio et al. 2016) and Southern Hemispheres (Battalio et al. 2018b) using MACDA, and the details for specific eddies are similar across datasets for the TES era generally (not shown). However, no cases from the MCS era have been described previously. A group of eddies that is robust across OpenMARS and the EMARS ensemble mean and member is selected using a Hovmöller of eddy surface pressure in MY 31 (Fig. 7). Whereas EMARS, MACDA, and OpenMARS agree well during the TES era (Fig. 16 of Greybush et al. 2019a), agreement between OpenMARS and EMARS is more rare during the MCS era due to lower sensitivity in the bottom few kilometers of the atmosphere from MCS (Greybush et al. 2019a). At some times, for example, \( L_s = 215°–220° \), EMARS and OpenMARS do not even agree that coherent traveling waves are occurring. At other times, the wavenumber is different across datasets, causing waves to be 180° out of phase at some longitudes, for example, \( L_s = 190°–193° \) where OpenMARS has wavenumber 3 but EMARS has wavenumber 2. Nevertheless, for many other periods, there is reasonable agreement on wavenumber, relative amplitude, phase, and period of waves, including the period \( L_s = 203.0°–206.3° \), which was the initiation time of the first major dust storm event of MY 31 (Kass et al. 2016; Battalio and Wang 2021).

Figure 8 shows the progression of eddy energetics during \( L_s = 203.0°–206.3° \). MY 31 in comparison with the evolution of dust activity from the Mars Dust Activity Database (Battalio and Wang 2021). This period in MY 31 coincides with rapid dust area growth and flushing into the Southern Hemisphere. For this event, two flushing channels are activated, Acidalia and Utopia (Fig. 8, right column). Initially, EKE at \( L_s = 203.0° \) is also concentrated in Acidalia and Utopia, along with positive BCEC. Frontal dust storms are already ongoing at this initial time step. Over the following two sols (\( L_s = 203.5° \) and \( L_s = 204.1° \), EKE and BCEC in Acidalia progress eastward toward Utopia, where BTEC becomes negative. As this occurs, a dust region in Acidalia passes north of Arabia Terra and into Utopia. From \( L_s = 204.6° \), a new region of EKE develops in Acidalia via downstream development from AGF (not shown), which then subsequently grows baroclinically in the following two days (\( L_s = 205.2° \) and \( L_s = 205.8° \)), with some barotropic decay occurring on the last sol (\( L_s = 206.3° \)). Between \( L_s = 204.6° \) and \( L_s = 206.3° \), a new dust event develops in Acidalia and flushes south with this eddy. Individual waves travel around the latitude circle as demonstrated in the continuous progression of eddy surface pressure behind frontal dust events (Fig. 8, column four, contours and Fig. 7), but both EMARS and OpenMARS pinpoint Utopia as a region of continuous EKE throughout the period. This is not a stationary wave, but instead eddy amplification occurs as waves pass through storm regions.

4. Discussion

a. Short-period eddy energetics on Mars

EKE for \( 1.5 < P < 8 \) sol eddies mainly occurs just before and after the solstitial pauses between 400 and 100 Pa along 50°N/S. EKE is amplified in the three Planitae in the Northern Hemisphere and in a band south of Tharsis and into Argyre basin. These storm tracks are not confined regions like they are on Earth but instead are regions where eddies achieve their maximum amplitude (Mooring and Wilson 2015). Generally, Utopia and Acidalia Planitae have the largest EKE, followed by Arcadia. Utopia Planitia has the largest BCEC, with Acidalia and Arcadia having somewhat less, though Arcadia has the largest-magnitude BTEC (Table 1). EKE is transferred across basins by the EKE flux convergence; EKE generated in Acidalia or Utopia by BCEC is transported to Arcadia where it is converted to the mean flow by BTEC (Table 1). However, despite the connection between transient waves and dust storms, the average amplitude of EKE does not necessarily indicate which dust storm track is the most productive at any given time, as Acidalia produces far more large dust events than Utopia and Arcadia combined (Battalio and Wang 2020, 2021). This indicates that wave amplitude is not the only factor in determining the locations of dust lifting.

Eddies on Mars convert energy from eddy potential energy to eddy kinetic energy via baroclinic instability. Eddy
generation predominantly occurs on the western side of the low topography Planitae, just upstream of EKE maxima. This is more apparent in the Northern Hemisphere eddies (Fig. 3) but also occurs in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 4). Vertically, BCEC occurs in the regions indicated by enhanced EKE, with the exception of EMARS-TES, which has surface

Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for the Southern Hemisphere averaged over the time periods as Fig. 4.
BCEC and upper-level EKE. These results agree with previous studies of eddy energetics for Mars (Greybush et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2013; Wang and Toigo 2016; Battalio et al. 2016, 2018b). There is also a small region of negative BCEC above 50 Pa poleward of ~40°N/S; here, eddies are converting energy from kinetic to eddy potential energy, which appears to be caused by barotropic forcing, perhaps as a result of the unstable annular polar vortex (Waugh et al. 2016).

The transport of EKE both by advection (ETRANS) and the pressure gradient force (AGF) plays a large role in shaping the storm tracks on Mars, though integrated over a hemisphere the transport is approximately zero (not shown). In the time mean across a hemisphere, EKE flux convergence moves EKE from the upstream side of the storm tracks where it is generated by BCEC to the downstream side where it is consumed by BTEC. This occurs within each Planitia in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 3, fourth column) and on either side of Hellas and Argyre basins in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 4, fourth column). In the vertical direction, EKE flux convergence redistributes EKE from the main BCEC generation area equatorward and upward (Figs. 5 and 6, fourth column).

One difference between baroclinic Rossby waves on Mars and Earth is that wave packets are not distinct entities on...
Mars. On Earth, wave packets organize multiple individual eddies within a wave envelope that modulates the wave amplitudes (Lee and Held 1993). Downstream development of individual eddies occurs within wave packets (Chang 1993). Instead, on Mars, the individual waves are long relative to the planetary radius (zonal wavenumber 1–4 on Mars as compared with zonal wavenumber 5–8 on Earth) so that there is no separation between groups of waves. In other words, the wave packet encompasses the entire high latitudes when waves are amplified, and downstream development just refers to the transfer of energy from an upstream wave to a downstream wave.

**b. Role of barotropic energy conversion**

BTEC is a sink of energy for short-period waves. In the time mean, Northern Hemisphere BCEC and BTEC almost...
always oppose one another. Negative BTEC occurs on the eastern sides of the Planitiae in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 3, third column) and on the eastern sides of Argyre and Hellas in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 4, third column). There are regions of positive BTEC on the southwestern sides of the Planitiae and particularly on the western side of Hellas. BTEC is most strongly negative from roughly 40°N to 80°N and 600 to 10 Pa and positive from 20° to 80°N between 100 and 0.1 Pa and below 600 Pa (Fig. 5, third column).

Wang et al. (2013) and Wang and Toigo (2016) define BTEC as exchange between the mean flow and eddies (Reynolds stresses) plus conversion between eddies of various periods (CFEI) plus effects induced by the curvature of the planet. Battalio et al. (2016) and others define the BTEC as essentially the Reynolds stresses alone, and eddies are lumped together regardless of period, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides excluded. By including all eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, and the CFEI term averages to zero. To ameliorate eddies, there can be no interactions between eddies of different periods, with only the tides

As presented in section 3b, BTEC is negative when defined as Reynolds stress + CFEI + curvature in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 9) and in the Southern Hemisphere (not shown). Energy exchange between the mean flow and the eddies depends on the location relative to topographic features. EKE is converted from the eddies to the mean flow (negative BTEC) when the flow interacts with high relief (Fig. 9, second column, top). The curvature term is negligible for local energetics analyses of Earth (McLay and Martin 2002); however, for Mars, curvature plays an important role in balancing the short-period eddy energetics by being a sink of EKE in the locations where the Reynolds stresses are positive (Fig. 9, middle column, top). CFEI between the short- and long (8 < P < 60)-period eddies is a sink of short-period EKE within the three main storm tracks and is not a source of short-period EKE in any region, meaning short-period eddies always pass energy to long-period waves (Fig. 9, right column, bottom). However, positive CFEI between the tides (P < 1.5) and short-period eddies indicates a gain of short-period EKE from the tides within the northern basins along 40°N, with negative tide-short CFEI along 60°–80°N (Fig. 9, middle column, bottom). The total CFEI results in a loss of EKE from the short-period eddies (Fig. 9, left column, bottom). In the zonal mean, the CFEI and curvature terms are the primary sinks of EKE in the regions of greatest BCEC. Indeed, an analysis of 8 < P < 30 sol eddies finds that the total BTEC and CFEI for these long-period eddies is positive and somewhat larger magnitude than that of short-period eddies, meaning the long-period eddies gain EKE barotropically. More importantly, long-period eddies extract EKE from the short-period eddies (not shown). This rectifies work showing that in the global mean and for all eddies with P < 30, BTEC is a small source of energy (Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2015).

c. Altered energetics of the solstitial pause

Waves during the solstitial pause are different in amplitude, wavenumber, and the height above the surface (Lewis et al. 2016). Subsequently, the eddy energetics of these waves substantially differs from those occurring in fall and late winter;
however, there are clear discrepancies between the results of the MCS and TES eras. MCS-era eddies during the solstitial pause in OpenMARS and the EMARS ensemble member are not dramatically different from those during fall or late winter (Fig. 10, bottom row), which is attributable to poor observational constraints on the lower atmosphere. This points toward an inability of the MGCMs underlying EMARS and OpenMARS to capture the solstitial pause without being forced by observations. Indeed, the energetics in the EMARS-MCS ensemble mean more resembles those from the TES era due to the lack of agreement among EMARS members during the MCS era (not shown), which leads to a weakened ensemble mean. It is also possible that individual EMARS ensemble members, which vary across water cloud particle and dust particle properties (section 2a), may have sufficiently large pauses to impact the ensemble mean, because increased dust or water ice cloud opacity can produce a pause in MGCMs (Mulholland et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2018).

Focusing on the Northern Hemisphere, EKE is confined above 30 Pa between 40° and 60°N during the TES era (Fig. 10, top row). Some EKE extends toward the surface but not nearly to the same degree as during the most active transient wave seasons (Fig. 10, first column). Positive BCEC is essentially absent during this time, and there are regions of negative BCEC collocated with EKE (Fig. 10, second column). Instead, the source of EKE during this time is BTEC, which partly comes from CFEI, but the majority of eddy energy is extracted from the mean flow itself (Fig. 10, third column). At pressures higher than 200 Pa, little BTEC or energy transport is found. Together, these suggest that the character of eddies during the pause is fundamentally different than that of eddies found near the surface in fall and late winter.

Eddies during the solstitial pause are not baroclinic but not necessarily because the environment is not favorable for baroclinic instability. The proclivity for baroclinic instability is quantified using the baroclinic parameter or Eady index:

\[ \sigma = 0.31 f \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} (N)^{-1}, \]  

(2)

where \( N \) is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency, \( f \) is the Coriolis parameter, and \( u \) is the zonal wind component. Mulholland et al. (2016) hypothesized that the solstitial pause was created in part due to the impact of clouds and dust on the temperature gradients, a finding replicated by Lee et al. (2018). Polar warming decreases meridional temperature gradients and by thermal wind balance reduces the vertical wind shear (Kuroda et al. 2007). A similar increase in stability occurs during GDEs (Battalio et al. 2016). Though the correlation between eddy intensity and the Eady index holds for multiple MGCMs at specific levels, the relationship is not as robust for the reanalyses themselves (Mulholland et al. 2016; Mooring et al. 2019). The baroclinicity does decrease during the solstitial pause each year below 200 Pa (Fig. 11, shading), mostly due to decreased \( N^{-1} \) rather than a change in wind shear (not shown), because of this, the BCEC should change in proportion to the Eady index. However, the integrated Eady index does not decrease enough during the TES era to account for the drastic reduction in BCEC, which approaches zero during solstice during the TES era (Fig. 11, contours and Fig. 1.

Solstitial reductions in baroclinic activity appear to be an intrinsic quality of terrestrial storm tracks (Novak et al. 2020), and Earth’s northern Pacific track has a pause in eddy activity despite baroclinicity peaking at solstice (Nakamura 1992). This indicates that the dramatic decrease in eddy activity during the Martian pause may be due to fundamental storm track

![Fig. 10. Zonally averaged EKE terms but averaged across MACDA, OpenMARS, and EMARS ensemble mean for both (top) TES and (bottom) MCS eras for \( L_s = 260°-290° \) in MY 24 and 26 in the TES era and MY 29, 30, 31, and 32 in the MCS era. Shown are (left) EKE, (left center) BCEC, (right center) BTEC, and (right) EKE flux convergence (AGF + ETRANS). Variables are weighted by \( \cos \phi \).](image-url)
dynamics acting in combination with the unique conditions of Mars, (e.g., dust loading, clouds, and CO₂ deposition). Further, the barotropic character of waves in the upper levels (Fig. 10) indicates that linear baroclinic instability theory will not inform the growth mechanisms of these waves, which instead may be a response to the barotropically unstable annular polar vortex at these heights (Waugh et al. 2016; Toigo et al. 2017; Seviour et al. 2017).

During the MCS era and particularly during MY 31–33, OpenMARS has a peak in baroclinicity at solstice displaced poleward from the surrounding seasonal nature of the waves (Fig. 11, top), and BCEC peaks within this region. This problem is not echoed in the EMARS ensemble mean (Fig. 11, bottom) but does occur in the single EMARS member (not shown). Instead, baroclinicity is reduced at solstice in the Northern Hemisphere in the EMARS ensemble, which partly accounts for the reduced BCEC found during these years (Fig. 5). Again, the reanalyses struggle in resolving eddies at the lower levels during the MCS era. Either the MGCMs underlying the reanalyses are missing some aspect of the real Martian atmosphere that causes the pause or are not correctly representing the storm track dynamics that contribute to eddy reduction at solstice. Additional investigation of the dynamical cause of the Martian solstitial pause in light of more recent advances in terrestrial theory (e.g., Novak et al. 2020) is warranted.

d. Differences across reanalyses

The reanalyses closely agree during the TES era, with individual peaks in EKE aligning across all reanalyses in the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1) and the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 2). However, there are rare instances where one reanalysis is an outlier, for example, in the Southern Hemisphere during MY 24 around $L_s = 180^\circ$, when the EMARS ensemble mean exhibits a peak not occurring in either MACDA or OpenMARS. Within the MCS era, there can be great disparities in the representation of eddies between datasets where individual peaks do not align, but the overall seasonal and annual trends in activity are broadly similar. EKE is more amplified in the EMARS member across the MCS era in both hemispheres, but the EMARS ensemble mean has amplitudes comparable to the deterministic OpenMARS and MACDA across the entire duration of analysis in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 2). In the Northern Hemisphere for the MCS era, the EMARS ensemble mean has smaller amplitude EKE equation terms than either MACDA or OpenMARS during the transient eddy season of $L_s = 180^\circ–30^\circ$ (Fig. 1). The EMARS member (Fig. 2, light gray, MY 28–33) has much higher amplitudes for EKE and BCEC across almost all MCS years in both hemispheres, nearly double the ensemble mean value. During the MCS era, OpenMARS results match more closely in amplitude and timing with the EMARS member in
the Northern Hemisphere but with the ensemble mean in the Southern Hemisphere. The reason the EMARS ensemble mean better matches the deterministic OpenMARS for the Southern Hemisphere is not clear. In this way, the EMARS ensemble is a distinct improvement over viewing a single EMARS member, as the single member appears to be an outlier for larger-eddy energetics amplitudes.

The largest differences between datasets occur when the models underlying the reanalyses are not constrained by observations, regardless of observation era. The decline and improvement of reanalysis data is a well-known issue for terrestrial datasets, but the issues found in terrestrial reanalyses are mollified by the amount of data assimilated and by the increasing quality of observations (Diniz and Todling 2020). However, for Mars, the issue is apparent given that the total number of observations at a given time step relies on a single instrument. Both MGCMs have a tendency to amplify eddies when unconstrained by observations. The stochastic growth of eddies causes different periods and wavenumbers to grow in the individual ensemble members, reducing the eddy activity in the EMARS ensemble mean. This is evident in years where eddies in the Northern Hemisphere are favored but there are periods of no observations, especially \( L_s = 320°–360° \) in MY 25. In each of three observation gaps, the integrated EKE immediately drops in the EMARS ensemble (Fig. 1) but quickly increases in MACDA, OpenMARS, and the EMARS member. This is also true earlier in MY 25 around \( L_s = 220° \), a time when eddies are less favored due to the conditions of the MY 25 GDE (Battalio et al. 2016). Thus, for sufficiently long gaps in observations, each of these datasets rapidly reverts to free-running MGCM simulations and cannot be relied upon for comparison with reality.

The time-mean spatial distribution of eddies reasonably agrees across reanalyses (Fig. 3). However, the exact locations of BCEC maxima are not as well aligned across datasets as EKE. For the EMARS ensemble mean, BCEC maxima are located upstream of their respective EKE maxima, but this is not necessarily true for the maxima associated with the Utopia and Arcadia EKE regions in MACDA and OpenMARS. Further, there are more individual, local maxima in the MACDA and OpenMARS reanalyses. The less smooth BCEC in these datasets may be the result of their deterministic nature, as opposed to the smoothing character of an ensemble average, and the impact of \( \text{QG-} \omega \) versus a model-provided \( \omega \) (Battalio and Dyer 2017). In the Southern Hemisphere, the storm region between Argyre and Hellas basins is reduced in MACDA relative to other datasets (Fig. 4). Similarly, the vertical distribution of eddies varies across reanalyses. BCEC and AGF in OpenMARS and MACDA occur most strongly between 400 and 100 Pa, while in EMARS, BCEC and AGF occur predominantly at the surface (Figs. 5 and 6). The opposite is true for the BTEC, which is positive at the surface in OpenMARS and MACDA. These differences are partly attributable to the use of \( \text{QG-} \omega \) in the OpenMARS and MACDA analyses and the model-provided \( \omega \) for EMARS. Because \( \omega' \) from \( \text{QG-} \omega \) vanishes at the surface, so too does BCEC for the OpenMARS and MACDA. When calculating BCEC using \( \text{QG-} \omega \) for EMARS, the maximum of BCEC shifts upward as well (not shown). Consequently, the EMARS member has BCEC—and therefore EKE—much closer to the surface.

The specific details of individual waves show good agreement during the TES era, but during the MCS era, there are periods where the individual datasets disagree on wavenumber, period, and amplitude (Fig. 7). However, for many periods, the datasets synchronize on wave characteristics. During a major MY 31 dust event around \( L_s = 203° \), the reanalyses pinpoint the dust growth regions of Acidalia and Utopia for large EKE and BCEC. EKE is largest in the EMARS member and smallest in the EMARS ensemble mean (Fig. 8; note the different color scales in each column). Baroclinic growth and barotropic decay of the regions of EKE are most cleanly shown in the EMARS ensemble mean and OpenMARS; however, the deterministic OpenMARS and EMARS member have considerably more noise than the EMARS ensemble mean. While the overall regions of EKE and energy conversion agree during this time, there are some time steps where the single EMARS member and mean have considerable disagreement on the details of the eddy energetics. At \( L_s = 205.2° \), the largest amplitude EKE is found in Acidalia in the EMARS member, with little EKE in Utopia, but the EMARS mean has the reverse of that. For this case, the EMARS mean agrees better with OpenMARS than its own member. This demonstrates the usefulness of an ensemble dataset in diagnosing specific events. The agreement of OpenMARS and the EMARS ensemble mean with observed dust activity opens the possibility of storm diagnosis using eddy energetics, wave activity, or potential vorticity analysis. Detailed analysis of each of the major dust events in the MDAD using OpenMARS and EMARS will be the subject of future work.

e. Differences between observational eras

MCS observations are known to poorly constrain eddies in the lowest scale height due to limited sensitivity in the bottom few kilometers of the atmosphere (Greybush et al. 2019a) and due to limited coverage during times of high opacity (Shirley et al. 2015). The result is that eddy energetics during the MCS period is not as consistent across reanalyses as during the TES period. EKE amplitude jumps considerably in the EMARS member from the TES to MCS era (not shown) and shifts toward the surface (Figs. 5 and 6). Poor coverage in the lowest scale height by MCS impacts the representation of the solstitial pause. In the TES years, solstitial reduction of eddies is clear in MYs 24–26 (section 4c). In the MCS years, the solstitial pause is muted (Fig. 1, left column) by a reduction of wave energy in fall and late winter and by a lack of a reduction during midwinter in comparison with TES years, leading to near-constant eddy activity during \( L_s = 180°–360° \). The problem is compounded in OpenMARS, where eddy activity peaks at winter solstice (Fig. 1, left column). This eddy activity is due to large BCEC in midwinter (Figs. 1 and 11). Observations and MGCM simulations of the pause indicate that wavenumber 3 is the most impacted (Banfield et al. 2004; Wang and Toigo 2016; Greybush et al.
wave structures in the context of visible frontal dust systems (Wang and Toigo 2016; Greybush et al. 2019a), wavenumber 3 is most impacted by the reduction in quality of observations of the lowest levels of the atmosphere during the MCS era. Rogberg et al. (2010) showed that the internal chaotic growth of baroclinic transients resulted in divergence between free-running model forecasts and observation-constrained simulations on time scales <10 sols. The very short dynamical time scale on Mars leads to the divergence of the EMARS ensemble, as indicated by the much lower ensemble-mean energetics during the MCS era than the single member (Greybush et al. 2019a). While the Northern Hemisphere does not have a solstitial pause during the MCS era, the Southern Hemisphere does. This may be due to the Southern Hemisphere surface being higher and therefore in the region better constrained by MCS (Battalio et al. 2018b). Despite the difficulty with which MCS observations constrain the lowest scale height, they significantly improve the representation of low-level eddies relative to free-running simulations. For example, during a observation gap between $L_x = 320^\circ$, MY 29 and $L_x = 25^\circ$, MY 30, EKE drops to less than a quarter of the climatological value in the EMARS mean, but EKE in the EMARS member rapidly increases, indicating a lack of ensemble agreement.

Future studies using EMARS and OpenMARS to diagnose specific transient eddies events must use caution during the MCS era. Many periods of eddy activity do not agree on phase, wavenumber, wave amplitude, and time period from OpenMARS to EMARS (Fig. 7). Within the EMARS ensemble, many periods where regular traveling waves should be expected to exhibit little coherent behavior in wave activity, for example, after $L_x = 190^\circ$ in MY 31 (Fig. 7, right column). However, higher confidence is warranted when the EMARS ensemble agrees with its member and OpenMARS and with the locations of observed dust activity, for example, during the window of $L_x = 203^\circ$–207$^\circ$ in MY 31 (Fig. 8). That two separate reanalyses agree on the broad placement of wave structures in the context of visible frontal dust systems as seen in the independently collected Mars Dust Activity Database (Battalio and Wang 2021) increases the overall confidence in the accuracy of each dataset.

5. Conclusions

The local eddy energetics diagnostic paradigm is used to compare short-period ($1.5 < P < 8$ sol) transient eddies across 8 Mars years. The dynamics of these eddies is compared across two observational eras and three Martian reanalysis datasets: MACDA, EMARS, and OpenMARS. Further, within this framework, previous conflicting results on the nature of Martian transient waves are unified. The overall time-mean structure of the eddies is similar, but the time-mean eddy activity is larger when observations are available from the Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES; Mars years 24–27) versus from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS; MY 28–33) due to near-surface eddies being less constrained by MCS temperature retrievals. Eddy kinetic energy is maximized in three tracks in Utopia, Arcadia, and Acidalia Planitae between 40° and 70°N (Fig. 3) and upstream of Hellas and Argyre basins between 40° and 70°S (Fig. 4). Eddies are not limited to specific longitudinal regions but amplify as they traverse each (Fig. 7) (Mooring and Wilson 2015). Eddies in the Northern Hemisphere are considerably stronger than the Southern Hemisphere.

Baroclinic energy conversion is the primary source of eddy kinetic energy in the midlatitudes in the lowland Planitae in the Northern Hemisphere and to the west of Hellas and Argyre basins in the Southern Hemisphere. Barotropic energy conversion serves as the main sink of eddy kinetic energy due to a combination of planetary curvature and loss to longer-period eddies. Interactions with topography cause eddies to extract energy from the mean flow; elsewhere, eddies lose energy to the mean flow. For each hemisphere, eddies are amplified in full and late winter, with a reduction of eddy activity in between (Figs. 1 and 2). The pause in activity may in part be due to dust and clouds impacting temperature gradients (Mulholland et al. 2016), but the reduction in potential eddy growth rate is not as pronounced as the reduction in realized baroclinic energy conversion (Fig. 11), indicating that internal dynamics may be important.

Although the characteristics of specific times of eddy activity agree well across reanalyses during the TES observational era (Greybush et al. 2019b), the characteristics of specific times of eddy activity can vary greatly across reanalyses during the MCS era (Fig. 7). However, when the reanalyses are in agreement, the locations of eddy kinetic energy and baroclinic and barotropic energy conversions favorably align with locations of large dust storm activity from the Mars Dust Activity Database (Battalio and Wang 2021). Downstream development through ageostrophic geopotential flux convergence drives eddy growth until baroclinic energy conversion increases. As this occurs on the upstream side of the three northern storm regions, dust lifting begins with advection carrying dust east and occasionally south. As eddies exit the Planitae, barotropic energy conversion removes eddy kinetic energy, and ageostrophic geopotential flux divergence extracts energy and deposits it downstream for subsequent eddy development. This process broadly aligns with development of terrestrial eddies (e.g., Orlanski and Katzfey 1991) and previous analyses for Mars (e.g., Battalio et al. 2016).

In comparison with the energetics presented in Battalio et al. (2016) from MACDA, regions of large-eddy kinetic energy and energy conversion for specific events are less discrete and are instead spread over a wider longitudinal region (Fig. 8). While this might be due to interseasonal and interannual variability, much of the difference stems from difficulties in the datasets for resolving eddies in the MCS era. Because of the poor match between reanalyses for some times, caution should be used in diagnosing near-surface traveling eddies or comparing dust storm evolution with individual eddies in only one reanalysis; however, there is considerably more agreement between reanalyses and within the EMARS ensemble when observations are available versus when the simulations are free-running, even during the MCS era. Because there are times of poor agreement between reanalyses and within the
EMARS ensemble during the MCS era, additional observational platforms in the form of surface stations networks, areostationary satellite constellations, or additional polar-orbiting satellites will be required to improve the quality of these reanalyses. More specifically, instrument design should focus on observing the lower-scale heights of the Martian atmosphere, though assimilation of new MCS products may provide additional constraints on low-level eddies (Hinson and Wilson 2021).

The results presented here unify conflicts between previous work for Mars about the nature of barotropic energy conversion (BTEC). Some results point to positive conversion, whereupon short-period eddies gain energy barotropically (Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2015; Greybush et al. 2013; Battalio et al. 2016, 2018b,a), but other work suggests the opposite (Wang et al. 2013; Wang and Toigo 2016). The discrepancy emerges based on the definition of the BTEC and the specific periods of the eddies analyzed. If BTEC is defined as the interaction between short-period ($1.5 < P < 8$ sol) eddies and the mean flow, plus the interaction between short-period eddies with other period eddies and curvature, the total BTEC is negative; short-period eddies lose energy barotropically. Individually, short-period eddies gain eddy kinetic energy from the mean flow (Battalio et al. 2018b,a) but lose eddy kinetic energy to other period eddies and curvature (Fig. 9). Separately, long-period eddies ($P > 8$ sol) gain energy from both the mean flow and short-period eddies (not shown). In combination, barotropic conversion is a source of energy for all eddies with a period of $P > 1.5$ (Tabataba-Vakili et al. 2015), but the short-period eddies gain energy from the mean flow only to lose a larger amount to other eddies.

Further work will analyze the energetics of Mars’s transient waves by zonal wavenumber, applying the analysis of Battalio and Wang (2020) to a full energetics perspective to assess interannual variability. An open question is the precise nature of the solstitial pause, with regard to reductions in baroclinic activity being an intrinsic property of storm tracks. Cross-frequency eddy interactions remove short-period eddy energy; future research will investigate the energetics of long-period eddies ($8 < P < 30$) to better understand their growth and decay mechanisms and their relationship to both large dust events and the barotropically unstable, annular polar vortex. Quantification of the agreement between reanalysis datasets may provide the community an objective way to evaluate when the reanalyses are most likely to represent the true atmospheric state. Finally, a more comprehensive analysis of dust activity from the Mars Dust Activity Database (Battalio and Wang 2021) and their incipient transient waves may provide better diagnostic evidence of dust and wave evolution.
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